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copper hummingbird feeder 
- painted swirl on glass

88151

23oz.

D: 6.5”/16.5cm x H: 9.5”/24cm

- Durable brushed copper finish
- Base comes apart for easy 
  cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.
 

copper hummingbird feeder 
- painted squares on glass

88153

27oz.

D: 7”/17.75cm x H: 11.5”/29.25cm

- Durable brushed copper finish
- Base comes apart for easy 
  cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.
 

black hummingbird feeder 
- lantern style

88154

15oz.

D: 6.75”/17cm x H: 11”/28cm

- Powder coated finish.
- Base comes apart for easy 
  cleaning.
- Metal hanger.
 

hummingbird feeder 
- pineapple

88155

22oz.

D: 5”/12.75cm x H: 9.75”/24.75cm

- Base comes apart for easy 
  cleaning.
- Pineapple: A symbol of 
  hospitality.
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vintage style glass hummingbird feeder 
- etched bird on glass

88133

22oz.

D: 5.5”/14cm x H: 11”/28cm

- Durable brushed copper finish.
- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
- Vintage style glass bottles.
- Attractive metal hanger.   
 

vintage style glass hummingbird feeder 
- jewel style

88127

15oz.

D: 5.5”/14cm x H: 12”/30.5cm

- Durable brushed copper finish.
- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
- Vintage style glass bottles.
- Attractive metal hanger.   
 

vintage style glass hummingbird feeder 
- bottle style

88129

22oz.

D: 5.5”/14cm x H: 10.75”/27.25cm

- Durable brushed copper finish.
- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
- Vintage style glass bottles.
- Attractive metal hanger.   
 

vintage style glass hummingbird feeder 
- cone style

88128

17oz.

D: 5.5”/14cm x H: 10.5”/26.75cm

- Durable brushed copper finish.
- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
- Vintage style glass bottles.
- Attractive metal hanger.   
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egg shaped glass hummingbird feeder 
- lavender

88051

25oz.

D: 4.25”/10.75cm x H: 8”/20.25cm

- Brightly coloured to attract hummingbirds.
- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.
- Built-in ant moat.    
 

egg shaped glass hummingbird feeder 
- lime green

88052

25oz.

D: 4.25”/10.75cm x H: 8”/20.25cm

- Brightly coloured to attract hummingbirds.
- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.
- Built-in ant moat.    
 

egg shaped glass hummingbird feeder 
- yellow

88053

25oz.

D: 4.25”/10.75cm x H: 8”/20.25cm

- Brightly coloured to attract hummingbirds.
- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.
- Built-in ant moat.    
 

egg shaped glass hummingbird feeder 
- red

88054

25oz.

D: 4.25”/10.75cm x H: 8”/20.25cm

- Brightly coloured to attract hummingbirds.
- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.
- Built-in ant moat.    
 

84371 32oz. nectar conc. (red)

84374 64oz. rtu. nectar (red)

84305 8oz. powder conc. (red)

hummingbird nectar
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88050 - egg shaped hummingbird feeder bundle 

Buy 1 case of each colour and receive 4 FREE feeders.   
Your choice of one colour. By request only.
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fluted glass hummingbird feeder

88022

30oz.

D: 5.5”/14cm x H: 8.75”/22cm

- Brightly coloured to attract 
  hummingbirds.
- Base comes apart for easy 
  cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.   
 

glass hummingbird feeder 
w/ handpainted dots

88026

17oz.

D: 5.5”/14cm x H: 9.75”/24.75cm

- Brightly coloured to attract 
  hummingbirds.
- Base comes apart for easy 
  cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.   
 

glass hummingbird feeder 
w/ painted rings

88027

30oz.

D: 7”/18cm x H: 11”/28cm

- Brightly coloured to attract 
  hummingbirds.
- Base comes apart for easy 
  cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.   
 

glass yellow hummingbird feeder 

88028

22oz.

D: 5.5”/14cm x H: 10.75”/27cm

- Brightly coloured to attract 
  hummingbirds.
- Base comes apart for easy 
  cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.   
 

84372 32oz. nectar conc. (clear)

84375 64oz. rtu. nectar (clear)

84306 8oz. powder conc. (clear)

hummingbird nectar

hummingbear feeder 

88030

17oz.

W: 5.5”/14cm x H: 8.5”/21.5cm

- Brightly coloured to attract 
  hummingbirds.
- Base comes apart for easy 
  cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.  
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window hummingbird feeder 

88011

6oz.

W: 5.5”/14cm x H: 8.25”/21cm

- Suction cup for hanging.
 

poly hummingbird feeder

88008

30oz.

D: 4.75”/12cm x H: 6.75”/17cm

etched glass hummingbird 
feeder

83918

24oz.

D: 6.25”/16cm x H: 10.25”/26cm

- Built-in ant and bee guard.
- Hardened glass bottle.
- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.

etched glass hummingbird 
feeder

83910

12oz.

D: 6.25”/16cm x H: 8”/20.5cm

- Built-in ant and bee guard.
- Hardened glass bottle.
- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.

nectar gems

84244

L: 2”/5cm x W: 4.25”/11cm x H: 7.25”/18.5cm

- Refillable bag design.
- Assorted designs per case.
- Includes suction cups to hang feeders
  on windows.
- Unscrew port to refill.
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hummingbird POP poster

98001

20” x 24”

- FREE with a $400 minimum order 
  of hummingbird products.
  By request only.



red nectar concentrate 

84371

32oz.

- Fortified with vitamins and 
   calcium.
- All natural sugars. 
 

oriole nectar concentrate 

84373

32oz.

- Fortified with vitamins and 
   calcium.
- All natural sugars. 
 

clear nectar concentrate 

84372

32oz.

- Fortified with vitamins and 
   calcium.
- All natural sugars. 
 

ready to use red nectar 

84374

64oz.

- Fortified with vitamins and 
   calcium.
- All natural sugars. 
 

ready to use oriole nectar 

84370

64oz.

- Fortified with vitamins and 
   calcium.
- All natural sugars. 
 

ready to use clear nectar 

84375

64oz.

- Fortified with vitamins and 
   calcium.
- All natural sugars. 
 

red nectar powder 
sugar concentrate 

84305

8oz.

- Fortified with vitamins and 
   calcium.
- All natural sugars. 
 

oriole nectar powder 
sugar concentrate 

84304

8oz.

- Fortified with vitamins and 
   calcium.
- All natural sugars. 
 

clear nectar powder 
sugar concentrate 

84306

8oz.

- Fortified with vitamins and 
   calcium.
- All natural sugars. 
 

bird feeder ant moat 

88000

- Order 12 to receive a free
  display box.
- Protects feeders from
  invading ants.

set/2 hummingbird feeder 
cleaning brushes 

79250

- Small brush for cleaning ports.
- Large brush for cleaning nectar 
  bottle.
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oriole feeder
- poly

88048

14oz.

D: 10.25”/26cm x H: 8.5”/21.5cm

- Cups for grape jelly or orange halves.
- Built in perches and ant moat.
 

built in 
ant moat

cups for
grape jelly
or orange

halves

built in 
perches

bottom 
base holds 

nectar
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hardened glass oriole feeder

83931

30oz.

D: 6.25”/16cm x H: 10.75”/27.5cm

- Two piece base allows for quick and 
   easy cleaning.
- Built-in ant and bee guard.
- No-drip feeder base.
- Built-in perch.   
 

glass oriole feeder
w/ handpainted dots

88040

17oz.

D: 5.5”/14cm x H: 9.75”/24.75cm

- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.   
 

glass oriole feeder
w/ orange slices

88041

28oz.

D: 5.5”/14cm x H: 10.5”/26.75cm

- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
 

glass oriole feeder
w/ painted rings

88042

24oz.

D: 5.5”/14cm x H: 8.5”/21.5cm

- Base comes apart for easy cleaning.
- Metal cable hanger.
 

84373 32oz. nectar conc.

84370 64oz. rtu. nectar

84304 8oz. powder conc.

oriole nectar
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window butterfly feeder - poly

88007

6oz.

W: 6.5”/16.5cm x H: 8.25”/21cm

- Wicks draw nectar.
- Cups hold bananas or fruit pieces.
- Suction cup for hanging.
- Clear tube shows nectar level.
 

butterfly feeder - poly

88005

9oz.

D: 7”/17.75cm x H: 8.75”/22.25cm

- Wicks draw nectar.
- Cups hold bananas or fruit pieces.
- Built in ant moat or fill centre cup 
  with jelly.
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heavy duty water feeder

30619

D: 4.5”/10.5cm x H: 12”/30cm

- Removable water bottle
  for filling.
- Alternative water option 
  for birds.
 

ceramic bird bath

11789

D: 10.5”/26.75cm x H: 2.5”/6.25cm

- Glazed interior.
- Vinyl coated cable hanger.
 

metal bird bath - dark copper

30222

D: 16.25”/41cm x H: 24.5”/62cm

- Graduated basin to accommodate 
  many varieties of garden birds. 
- Powder coated cold rolled steel.
 

glass wasp catcher

18001

18002

18003

18004

D: 6”/15cm x H: 8.5”/21.5

- Hang or place on any flat surface.
- Wasps enters through base and 
  cannot escape.

wooden bird house w/ metal roof

10094

10095

10096

L: 6”/15.25cm x W: 6.75”/17.25cm 
x H: 8.75”/22.25cm

- Hole size: 1.125”.
- Zinc metal roof.
- Side opens for easy cleaning.
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polka dot bird feeder
- assorted colours

10480

D: 8.5”/21.5cm x H: 6.5”/16.5cm

- Brilliant blue, royal purple and 
  spring green.
- 2 of each colour per case.
- Tube removes for easy cleaning.
- Drainage holes to help keep seed fresh.
- Remove tube to use as a suet ball feeder.    
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wreath peanut feeders 
- assorted colours

10765

W: 12 1/2”/32cm x H: 12 1/2”/32cm

- Brilliant blue, royal purple and 
  spring green.
- 4 of each colour per case.   
 

oval spring feeder 
- assorted styles + colours

10151

D: 3”/7.5cm x H: 14.25”/36.25cm

- Brilliant blue, royal purple and 
  spring green.
- 6 of each colour per case.   
 

ceramic bell suet ball feeder 
- assorted colours

07451

D: 3.5”/9cm x H: 4”/10cm

- Brilliant blue, royal purple and 
  spring green.
- Holds 2 small suet balls. 
 

platform fly through feeder 
w/ dome roof

10101

D: 9.5”/24cm x H: 7.75”/19.75cm

- Royal purple colour.
- Drainage holes to help keep seed 
  fresh.  
 

black oil / peanut feeder
w/ dome roof

10105

D: 9.5”/24cm x H: 6.75”/17cm

- Brilliant blue colour.
- Drainage holes to help keep seed fresh.
- Quick release lid.
- Feeds blackoil / peanuts.
 

triple compartment feeder
w/ dome roof

10110

- Spring green colour.
- Drainage holes to help keep seed fresh.
- Quick release lid.
- 3 tubes offer diverse feeding options: 
  Suet balls, Mixed seed & Blackoil/peanut.

16” extender hook w/ scraps 
hooks  - assorted styles

10161

- 6 of each style per case.
- Scraps hooks can be used for:
   - Fruit pieces, toast and other 
     scraps.
   - Perches for birds waiting to 
      feed.
 

12” heavy duty extender hook

04111

- Holds up to 35 lbs.
- Heavy duty, powder-coated steel.
- Textured finish is weather resistant.
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jr. tool display package

29250

- 20 styles of jr tools - 6-12 of each.
- FREE display stand.

big bird display package

10790

- 1 of each big bird.
- 2 of each bird house.
- 1 snowman.
- 1 log cabin.
- Includes display stand.

hummingbird/butterfly/oriole feeder 
display stand package

10794

- 21 styles of feeders - 4-12 of each.
- FREE display stand.
- 10% case break charge waived.
 

counter top display package - wyndham

29270

- 5 styles of wyndham tools- 12 of each.
- FREE display stand.
 

counter top display package - cutting

29271

- 5 styles of pruners - 12 of each.
- FREE display stand.
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